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THE LEFT FIELD CORNER Introducing The LF Corner



In the LF Corner…



New e-publication gives access to unique UEFL content



Editorial Ejections are on pace for 90% of 2013’s total…but can the trend hold? Gil uses sabermetric principles to find 2 out. The Boston Red Sox are not happy with MLB’s 2014 iteration of expanded Replay Review and they’re getting 2 ejected to show it.



Featured A gaggle of catch/transfer plays that went to Replay Review highlighted a rule interpretation that MLB was forced to change.



Welcome, members of the Umpire Ejection Fantasy League, officiating aficionados, sabermatricians and baseball fans to The Left Field Corner, a new epublication of Close Call Sports and the Umpire



Ejection Fantasy League. This quasi-monthly newsletter will recap the state of officiating over the past month and highlight the best of CloseCallSports.com. From ejections to video and rules analysis, it’ll all be here, in The Left Field Corner. ∎
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Replay Review Success Rates: See the best and worst teams, rated by Replay Review Success Rate.
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Objectively tracking and analyzing umpire ejections, video replay reviews and their corresponding calls, with great regard for the rules and spirit of the game.



For the Catch: Outcry Leads to Catch/Transfer Rule Interp. Change When Major League Baseball adopted expanded Replay Review for the 2014 season, the league office willingly opened a can of worms as Executive Vice President for Baseball Operation Joe Torre and fellow replay committee member Tony La Russa both admitted that, as a brand new system in its infancy, Replay was and is bound to have its share of issues.



A key issue that cropped up early this regular season pertained to how baseball defines its catch/transfer rule—and more importantly, how that rule is interpreted in a post-replay world where black and white rules the day. Continued on page 3
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Boston Red Sox: Farrell, Replay Not Seeing Eye-to-Eye To say the Boston Red Sox have not gotten along with expanded instant replay in 2014’s world of professional baseball might be an understatement—from failed challenges to multiple ejections for arguing Replay Review decisions, it’s safe to say Boston regards the technology’s infancy as freakin’ basic. The fun all began, as most events do, with nothing more than two failed challenges in Spring Training, both occurring on March 13 against the Minnesota Twins. Though at the time of both reviews, Boston led—and then ultimately won—the contest by a score of 4-3, the seeds of doubt had been planted.



The Sox’s first challenge of the 2014 regular season was Replay Review 038: Tim Timmons (01), a safe-out call at first base. Like most managers during the first week of the season, Boston’s replay debut went to the umpire. On April 12, Replay Review 074 confirmed Ron Kulpa’s safe call at second base even though video evidence suggested Yankees batter-runner Dean Anna was legally tagged, with time in, while off his base. MLB later admitted the mistake, stating that MLBAM’s Replay Center did not have access to the definitive angle.



Continued on page 4



1B Umpire Toby Basner rotates to cover home plate on a relay play. Basner’s ruling that F2 Jose Molina’s tag beat R1 Dustin Pedroia to home plate was affirmed by Replay Review. 3B Coach Brian Butterfield was ejected for arguing the final decision.



Ejections: 2014 April Heave-Ho Rate on Pace with 2013 Through May 2 of 2014, MLB baseball experienced 29 ejections, or 27 in April and two in May, a pace that, if considered absolutely linear and static, would produce 163.503 ejections by season’s end. By the by, April 2013 featured 26 ejections. After an interview with Daniel Brown of the San Jose Mercury News, Brown wrote the following in a March 20,2014 article entitled “Rewind this: Are umpire-manager spats about to become extinct?”:



Veteran Gerry Davis ejects Yankees pitcher Pineda for having an illegal substance on his person. 2



Gil Imber, an expert on umpire-manager relations, predicts that overall ejections will be down in 2014, but only by about 25 to 35 percent. Imber is the owner and commissioner of the Umpire Ejection Fantasy League, which tracks and analyzes umpire behavior. Continued on page 5
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Replay Reviews in 2014: Catch/Transfer Calls Review, Umpire & (Team)



Initial Ruling



Final Ruling



012: Dale Scott (MIN)



Out (CF Fly Ball Caught)



Safe (CF Transfer Drop)



026: Kerwin Danley (DET)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



046: Jordan Baker (TEX)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



050: Phil Cuzzi (TB)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



051: S Buckminster (SEA)



Out (LF Fly Ball Caught)



Safe (LF Transfer Drop)



053: Bob Davidson (CLE)



Safe (RF Fly Ball Drop)



Safe (RF Fly Ball Drop)



089: Paul Schrieber (TEX)



Out (C Completed Catch)



Safe (C Transfer Drop)



133: Marvin Hudson (MIA)



Out (2B Completed Catch)



Safe (2B Transfer Drop)



For the Catch (Continued) To address the technical issue discussed ad nauseam, the officiating community came up with a plan: change not the centuries-old rule, change the interpretation instead. Rule 2.00 [Catch] provides that, “In establishing the validity of the catch, the fielder shall hold the ball long enough to prove that he has complete control of the ball and that his release of the ball is voluntary and intentional. If the fielder has made the catch and drops the ball while in the act of making a throw following the catch, the ball shall be adjudged to have been caught.” In 2013, the interpretation for this catch (or comparable tag play on a force out, such as the double play turn at second base) held that if a fielder lost the ball after making the catch and attempting to transfer the ball to his hand so as to make a throw, the play would be ruled a catch. In 2014, however, the interpretation replaced this train of thought with a requirement that a fielder must not simply complete the catch, but must also maintain possession of the baseball such that he secures the ball with his throwing hand. If dropped in the transfer, it is not a catch/tag. The



Wendelstedt School wrote: “The ‘flip’ itself is not deemed a voluntary release, even though it may be a voluntary action…He must secure the ball in his throwing hand before it will be deemed secure possession was made.” So, there it was. A new interpretation for a new technological era and it all began in Spring Training when Chad Whitson’s out call at second was reversed: Angels F4 Andrew Romine’s bobble was not a transfer, but a missed catch error. Welcome to 2014. The confusion didn’t especially kick in until the regular season when the incidence of catch/transfer reviews climbed and the chaos reached new heights, the pinnacle of which may have been two outfield cans of corn, ruled drops after Replay Review determined the 2014 interpretation—secure possession in the throwing hand—was not met. After the outcry, MLB sat down and quickly decided to change the interpretation back to the way it was, the way it had been since the 19th Century. Replay or not, this element of baseball, at least, was back. ∎
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The Left Field Corner Boston Red Sox (Continued) Things finally boiled over the next night during April 13’s ESPN Sunday Night Baseball telecast during which Yankees skipper Joe Girardi successfully challenged Bob Davidson’s out call at first base during MLB Replay 084 & Ejection 005.
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Replay Review success rates



After the reversal, Davidson’s ejected Farrell, officially for arguing the final Replay Review decision, though Farrell realistically got himself run for deliberately disputing the system as a whole, saying he personally had little “faith” in MLB’s new technology. Farrell finally won a challenge on Friday, April 18 (Replay Reviews 107|109), though it took two tries during Boston’s matchup with Baltimore to do it. After replay upheld Will Little’s fair ball in the outfield call—another ruling that angered Red Sox Nation—an 8th inning challenge kept the peace by overturning Mark Carlson’s out call at first base and awarding Brock Holt an infield single. Boston finished April with a 2/6 (.333 Success) record with Replay before a failed challenge on May 1 produced another ejection for disputing the review’s outcome as Toby Basner’s safe call at the plate was upheld, leading to 3B Coach Brian Butterfield’s removal for arguing the affirmed ruling (Replay 194 & Ejection 28). In terms of pure numbers, Boston is not the League’s least successful team. The Toronto Blue Jays and manager John Gibbons have fared far worse with seven failed Replay Review experiences, which includes five unsuccessful Manager’s Challenges and two Gibbons-provoked Crew Chief Reviews that did not go Toronto’s way. Only the St. Louis Cardinals have completely struck out with their Manager’s Challenges; Matheny is 0-2 there, although one Crew Chief Review did end up benefitting the Redbirds. Yet the Jays haven’t exactly complained… Boston has certainly been the victim of bad luck—on one play, one Saturday, in the Bronx—but the rest of Boston’s reviews have gone off without a hitch: The proper angles were there and the proper decisions were rendered. Things just haven’t gone well for last year’s World Series champions, who opened the first month of 2014 with a losing record and a fourth place April finish in the American League East. A losing record (.286) with Replay Review too certainly doesn’t help. ∎
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Worst…TOR With an 0-7 Replay Review record (5 Manger’s Challenges, 2 Crew Chief Reviews,) the Toronto Blue Jays hold the unglamorous distinction of being the only team not to have benefited from Replay Review—not even once.



First…ATL Atlanta Braves and Fredi Gonzalez are 3-for-3 in Replay Review (all Mgr’s Challenges), which tops the big leagues. Fredi G, Baltimore Orioles skipper Buck Showalter and San Diego Padres manager Bud Black (both 2-for-2) are the only remaining 1.000 hitters in baseball.
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Ejections (Continued)



deemed Unsportsmanlike-Not Else Classified (“NEC”) ejection reason.



Do I still believe ejections will be so high in 2014?



The remainder of ejections—most safe/outs, fair/fouls and issues of boundary or home run— were deemed reviewable under Replay Review and, thus, were eliminated from further consideration.



Yes, though the present rate suggests an even more optimistic outcome than even I had predicted—163 ejections compared to 2013’s 180 express tickets to the shower would produce just a 9.9-percent dropoff, year-to-year. Bear in mind, however, that five of the 29 ejections thus far into 2014 were for arguing Replay Review decisions (Boston’s John Farrell and Brian Butterfield, Texas’ Ron Washington, Cincinnati’s Bryan Price and Tampa Bay’s Joe Maddon), which is statistically significant at this early stage. Removing these four ejections from our pool yields 24 ejections and a prediction of just 140.192 ejections by season’s end, or a 22.2-percent fall from 2013. If you couldn’t tell already, I anticipate that the quantity of Replay Review-provoked ejections will decrease as the system improves, the season moves on, and, most notably, the managers start to begrudgingly accept the technology they voted for. When I crafted my 25-to-35 percent prediction for 2014, which is admittedly a rather large interval and is based on a thus-far ill-fated optimistic hope for better player/coach-umpire relations due to Replay, I based the numbers on historical ejections data and separated out the number of ejections for reasons that concerned plays subject to expanded Replay Review under MLB’s 2014 regulations. For instance, a balk-spurred ejection or one for arguing balls and strikes (not reviewable) was kept while a safe/out force play at third or catch/trap in the outfield (reviewable) was filtered. Based on 2013 numbers, for instance, I looked at 83 balls/strikes ejections, 11 for fighting, 14 for intentionally pitching at a batter (referred to as “Throwing At” on the Umpire Ejection Fantasy League website), eight for interference/obstruction, three for arguing issued warnings or non-ejections and nine additional ejections for the colloquially



All else equal, had 2013 incorporated expanded Replay Review, the year would have still experienced 72.2 percent of its overall ejection total, or 130-of-180 total tosses. Yet 2014—whether anticipating a 9.9 percent or a 22.2 percent drop—is still lagging behind (or ahead, depending on your view) of the pure-numbers 27.8percent fall that would have actually occurred, based solely on the historical data. Insofar as the 2014 numbers are concerned, the present season’s UEFL is ahead of the modern Replay Review-handicapped curve, though still behind the pre-Replay yearly ejection figures that make 2003’s 289 total ejections seem like a complete pipe dream. Whether 2014 fill finish with 140 ejections, 163 ejections or anywhere in between, two things are absolutely clear. >> First, the days of 200-ejection seasons, which in the MLB era included 1999, 2000-08 and 2010, are likely permanently rooted in baseball’s past. The new 200-ejection barrier for the Replay era may very well be set at 150—another nice, round and still functional number to serve as baseball’s new line. >> Second, the art of the professional ejection is not going away any time soon, Replay or not. Since questions of balls and strikes will not fall into the computer’s purview, and rightly so, these disputes will continue to comprise a healthy dose—and in 2014, most likely the absolute majority—of ejection activity. As for a bottom line status report, the state of ejections is strong, yet diluted due to the emphasis on officiating brought on by Replay Review, which just recently passed a 200-mark of its own. ∎
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Just the Stats: A glimpse at the UEFL Leaderboard UEFL – Regular Division # 1 2 3 4 5 6



Pts 24 21 20 19 18 17



UEFL – Express Division # 1 2 3 4 4 6



Member BkSl14812 fantasymongo Johnnyg08 Shaba22 TXWrangler NorthStarUmpire#2



Umpires - Ejections # 1 1 3 3 3 3



EJ 4 4 2 2 2 2



Pts 20 14 12 11 11 10



Member Johnnyg08 Youthministeradam Endy Kickersrule Tom Slick mbosschaart



Umpires - Points



Umpire Name Fieldin Culbreth Toby Basner Bill Miller Jeff Nelson Bob Davidson Alan Porter



# 1 2 3 4 5 5



Pts 18 10 7 6 5 5



Umpire Name Toby Basner Fieldin Culbreth Tim Timmons Jeff Nelson Adam Hamari Lance Barrett



Umpires Tripp Gibson (73), CB Bucknor (lower center) & Dan Iassogna during a Replay Review.



From the Board: A look at Recent UEFL Appeals Board Cases Case #



Decision



Vote



Synopsis



E-015



Denied



1-0-0



E-021



Denied



1-0-0



R-114



Reversed



3-4-0



R-140



Reversed



0-6-0



R-167



Denied



1-0-0



Cert. denied as appellant attempted to challenge a Pitch f/x ruling (UEFL Rule 6-2-b-1|2) Cert. denied as appellant challenged the already-defined “realistically resulted in different outcome” rule adopted for this year (6-5-c-5) Board reversed a Record Keeping decision wherein MLB claimed a call was confirmed via Replay when evidence suggested it was overturned. Board reversed a Record Keeping decision wherein umpires allowed an at-bat to continue despite the terminal pitch (4-2 or 2-3) being thrown. Cert. denied as appellant challenged a judgment call affirmed via Replay Review; claimed Review was incorrect, thus making the decision an overturn even though the call on the field was upheld after Review.



The UEFL Appeals Board is comprised of: Gil (Chair), Jeremy, tmac, RichMSN, Arik G, Turducken, and JD. Non-voting members include johnnyg08, Joe Gravina and cyclone14.



This publication was produced by Close Call Sports and the Umpire Ejection Fantasy League Objectively tracking and analyzing umpire ejections, video replay reviews and their corresponding calls, with great regard for the rules and spirit of the game. All inquiries regarding the content of The Left Field Corner may be sent to info @ closecallsports.com. Close Call Sports, Umpire Ejection Fantasy League & The Left Field Corner are unaffiliated with Major League Baseball, its teams, or any associated properties or interests. Material contained herein is not an endorsement or complicity on behalf of MLB. This research pamphlet has been produced for educational purposes.
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